McMillan Introduces the Custom Collection,TM
A New Line of Custom Hunting Rifles
McMillan is introducing its Custom Collection, a new line of custom hunting rifles based on the
premise that superior technology builds a superior rifle. The foundation of the Custom Collection is
the McMillan G30 action, incorporating best of breed concepts in modern action design. The Custom
Collection uses McMillan Stock technology that has been chosen by elite military and law
enforcement units worldwide and has set countless records on competitive circuits. McMillan uses
only the finest match grade barrels, triggers, custom grade hardware, and accessories. These rifles are
for hunters who demand the finest that technology can build.
Custom Collection Information
•

Concept of line – Technology for the Pursuit, Superior Technology Builds a Superior Rifle

•

Collection contains seven rifles each with state of the art engineering, legendary accuracy
and sleek styling.

•

Based on McMillan G30 action that is built with precision tolerances and fit by hand. The
action is pillar-bedded into the stock and the barrel is free-floated. All dimensions are held
to competition benchrest standards.

•

All barrels are premium-selected, hand-lapped, match-grade barrels from the finest barrel
makers in the country.

•

Superb metalwork and precise stock-to-metal fit

•

A Jewell trigger is standard on all rifles

•

Each rifle uses McMillan stocks especially designed for the Custom Collection

•

Five of the seven rifles use McMillan’s proprietary EDGE ultralight graphite technology to
save weight without sacrificing strength.

•

Rifles are drilled and tapped for scope base: Premium bases are included as standard.

•

The bolt handle on the G30 action is long enough to grip easily and contoured to clear
today’s larger scope bodies. The bolt is plated with NP3 for enhanced lubricity, rustresistance and durability.

•

G30 Control Round Feed Action features a 3-postion wing safety: fire, safe, and safe with
bolt lock. Designed to close on a round already in the chamber. Available in the Prestige

•

Rifles are shipped in a custom fitted travel case included as standard
(more)
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Legacy
The Legacy epitomizes what the founder of our company, Gale McMillan, believed to be the
perfect hunting rifle. The Classic Sporter stock has timeless lines with a beautiful shadow line
cheekpiece and clean panel checkering in the forend and pistol grip. McMillan's proprietary
EDGE ultralight graphite technology saves weight without sacrificing strength. The stock and
metal surfaces have an anti-glare finish. The McMillan G30 custom action incorporates the
most significant trends in contemporary firearms engineering. And the match grade barrel
delivers superior accuracy, giving you a rifle that shoots as good as it looks. The Legacy is
offered in 4 popular calibers, including Gale's favorite all-round cartridge, the 300
Winchester Magnum.
Stock: McMillan Classic Sporter with McMillan EDGE ultralight graphite technology
Weight: 6 lbs. 10 oz. to 7 lbs.
Calibers:
270 Win
308 Win
30-06
300 Win Mag

BBL Length
24"
22"
24"
24"

Twist
1x10
1x12
1x12
1x12

Price: $4,295
DynastyTM
It takes superior engineering to harness the power of today’s modern high intensity magnum
cartridges. The McMillan Hunter stock uses McMillan’s proprietary EDGE ultralight graphite
technology to save weight without sacrificing strength. The stock offers a comfortable palm
swell and a monte carlo cheekpiece that positions the head for scope use. The stock geometry
is specifically designed to manage recoil when shooting the magnum calibers. The 24" match
grade barrel is optimum for velocity and ease of carry.
Stock: McMillan Dynasty with McMillan EDGE ultralight graphite technology
Weight: 6 lbs. 12oz. to 7 lbs.
Calibers:
270 WSM
7mm Rem Mag
300 WSM
300 Win Mag
338 Win Mag

BBL Length
24"
24"
24"
24"
24"

Twist
1x10
1x10
1x12
1x12
1x10

Price: $4,295
(more)

OutdoorsmanTM
The Outdoorsman is designed for hunting where distances are large and winds blow hard.
The Outdoorsman is chambered in 30-378 Weatherby and 300 RUM, arguably two of the
finest ultra-long range cartridge designs optimizing velocity, power and flat trajectory. The
stock uses McMillan’s proprietary EDGE ultralight graphite technology to save weight
without sacrificing strength. The match grade barrel is fluted to shave ounces, enhance
balance and aid cooling. An integral muzzle brake is standard to tame recoil.
Stock: McMillan Hunter with McMillan EDGE ultralight graphite technology
Weight: 7 lbs. 11 oz.
Calibers:
300 RUM
30-378 WBY Mag

BBL Length
28"
28"

Twist
1x12
1x12

Price: $4,695
ProdigyTM
Cut those mountains down to size. McMillan’s Prodigy represents the latest trends in
a lightweight working rifle. The Classic Compact stock has a thin wrist and trim forend.
The stock uses McMillan’s proprietary EDGE ultralight graphite technology to save weight
without sacrificing strength. The match grade barrel is a slender #3 taper to shave ounces.
If you are the kind of hunter who leaves camp before dawn, busts the hills all day
to get away from crowds and returns to camp only after dark, the Prodigy is your rifle.
Stock: McMillan Hunters Edge with McMillan EDGE ultralight graphite technology
Weight: 6 lbs. 12 oz. to 7 lbs.
Calibers:
270 WSM
7mm Rem Mag
308 Win
30-06
300 Win Mag
300 WSM

BBL Length
24"
24"
22"
24"
24"
24"

Twist
1x10
1x10
1x12
1x12
1x12
1x12

Price: $4,295

(more)

Tactical HunterTM
After 30 years developing tactical rifles for our nation’s elite military and law enforcement
teams, McMillan has finally combined the best of tactical and hunting technologies. The new
Tactical Hunter stock uses McMillan’s proprietary EDGE ultralight graphite technology to
save weight without sacrificing strength. The stock offers advanced tactical features in a size
and weight that is easy to hunt with. Offhand or off a bipod, the Tactical Hunter gives you
benchrest accuracy, superior ergonomics and aggressive styling in a trim rifle you can carry
in the field all day.
Stock: McMillan Tactical Hunter with McMillan EDGE ultralight graphite technology
Weight: 7 lbs. to 7 lbs. 4 oz.
Calibers:
243 Win
7mm Rem Mag
308 Win
300 Win Mag

BBL Length
22"
24"
22”
24”

Twist
1x10
1x10
1x12
1x12

Price: $4,449

(more)

Heritage
A stopping rifle must work flawlessly every time, especially in extreme circumstances. The
McMillan G30 magnum action cycles its bolt and chambers bulky African rounds as
smoothly as running a silk handkerchief through your fingers. The rifle points well and the
stock geometry manages recoil for a quick follow-up shot. The drop belly fiberglass stock
holds 4 rounds, not 3, and is impervious to temperature and humidity changes. Everything
about the Heritage is built rugged to handle the toughest hunt you’ll ever go on. Because
when you are hunting dangerous game that can hunt you back, there is no room to
compromise on your equipment.
Stock: McMillan Heritage
Weight: 8 lbs. 4 oz.
Calibers:
375 H&H Mag
416 Rem Mag

BBL Length
24"
24"

Twist
1x12
1x14

Price: $4,395
PrestigeTM
The Prestige is designed for the dangerous game hunter who wants the finest engineering, but
with traditional styling. The integral express sights, quarter rib, barrel band and front sight are
machined into the barrel to give the Prestige the classic lines of an African rifle. The 24"
match grade barrel gives fast handling and quick pointing, while retaining maximum velocity.
The Prestige uses the McMillan G30 Control Round Feed Action. This is a rifle that will take
a lifetime of trophies and be an heirloom for the next generation to keep the bloodline of
adventure hunting strong.
Stock: McMillan Prestige
Weight: 8 lbs. 4 oz.
Calibers:
375 H&H Mag
416 Rem Mag

BBL Length
24"
24"

Twist
1x12
1x14

Price: $5,595

(more)

About McMillan
Operating companies in the McMillan family now include
McMillan Fiberglass Stocks
McMillan Fiberglass Stocks manufactures custom rifle stocks and accessories. Product areas
include Tactical, Competition, Benchrest, Hunting & Sport, and Ultralight. Customers
include shooters, military, law enforcement, government agencies, custom gunsmiths and
OEM rifle manufacturers. Manufacturing
capacity has recently expanded to accommodate the strong demand for the
extensive product line.
McMillan Operator Development
McMillan Operator Development offers advanced tactical training for military
and law enforcement. This company also produces the annual McMillan Operator Challenge,
an international event for elite tactical professionals.
McMillan Machine Company (formerly McBros)
McMillan Machine Company is a contract manufacturer of precision machined
parts. Industry specializations include firearms, aerospace and other applications where
precision tolerances must be held. Capabilities include multi-axis CNC and EDM processes.
McMillan Firearms Manufacturing
McMillan Firearms Manufacturing manufactures and markets the McMillan rifles. The
company includes tactical and hunting divisions.
McMillan Tactical Products
McMillan Tactical Products markets custom tactical rifles, gear and accessories
designed for the specialized needs of military and law enforcement.
McMillan Hunting Products
McMillan Hunting Products develops and markets a line of premium custom hunting
rifles and products. The new line will launch in 2008.
McMillan Group International
McMillan Group International is the corporate parent for a family of companies committed to
excellence in the firearms industry.
For more information, contact:
Christine Korecki
Phone: 602-279-2933 Ext 100
Email: christine@papagalos.com

or
Kelly McMillan
McMillan Firearms Manufacturing
Phone: 623-582-0536
Email: k.mcmillan@mcmillanusa.com
###

